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The English Vowel [q] 

In pronouncing the English [q] the position of the tongue and the lips resembles 

that of [E:], but the tongue is lower (fig. 2.49). The lips are neutral (fig. 2.50).  

The English [q] is a short lax non-labialized mixed mid-open vowel phoneme 

of the wide variety. 

 

 

 

 

        

Fig. 2.49.                                                     Fig. 2.50. 
Tongue-position:     Lip-position of English [q] 

   English [q] 
   English [E:] 

The articulation of the English [q] depends on its position in a word, i.e. on the 

preceding and following sounds. 

The radiograms show there is some difference in the articulation of the English 

[q] at the beginning of the word, at the end of the word and before the plural ending 

-s [z]. 

All these differences depend on the succeeding or following sounds. The sound 

[q] is neutral and therefore it is more easily influenced positionally than any other 

vowel. 

In pronouncing the English [q] at the beginning of the word the tip of the 

tongue approaches the lower teeth, and a depression is formed along the blade and the 

front of the tongue (fig. 2.51). 

At the end of the word the English [q] is more retracted and the air passage is 

somewhat narrower (fig. 2.52). 
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   Fig. 2.51. 
   Tongue-position of English [q] 
      at the beginning of a word 

 

 

 

 

      Fig. 2.52. 
   Tongue-position of English [q] 
            at the end of a word 

 
 

The English [q] has very much the same quality as the Ukrainian unstressed 

final [A] in such words as сила [СИЛА], шила [ШИЛА]. 

The English [q] differs from the Ukrainian unstressed [A] in being more close, 

the tongue being flat and the lips being neutral without any trace of protrusion. 

The correct pronunciation of the English [q] can often be acquired by 

imitation, provided that care is taken not to protrude the lips. 

It should be borne in mind that the English [q] is always unstressed. 

Ukrainian students often replace the English [q] by a more open and retracted 

[A] or a more advanced [E]. 

To avoid the [A]-like pronunciation of the English [q] special attention should 

be paid to keep the tongue flat, though raised higher, than in pronouncing the 

Ukrainian [A]. The distance between the jaws should be smaller. A flat and more 

retracted position of the tongue should be adopted. 
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